
Please sign up to get remind notifications

Text @b6da49 to the number 81010

You’ll receive a welcome text from Remind.

If anyone has trouble with 81010, they can try texting 

@b6da49 to (708) 746-4044.



Parents, thank you for coming 

tonight!  

We are so glad you are here!

Welcome to Fourth Grade!



∗ Ms. Christine Eck 

∗ Ms. Sarah Kubilius

∗ Mrs. Nicole Wanta

∗ Paras: Amy Keillor, Mr. David B

∗ Resource: Mrs. Jennie Podgorksi

∗ Math Specialist: Mrs. Emily Wiegand

∗ ELA Specialist: Mrs. Nicole Musillami 

Meet your Fourth Grade Teachers!



★ Do the job of learning!

★ Become more independent in their work and routines

★ Reading a wider variety of genres by unit 

★ Using real-life higher-level thinking and problem-solving skills, 

asking lots of questions (DOK) 

★ Working in collaborative groups and considering multiple 

perspectives

★ Explaining their thinking and rationale 

★ Use technology on our Chromebooks

Fourth Graders are learning to….



∗ In-class quizzes and “exit slips”

∗ Check in with the teacher

∗ Status of the class

∗ Student-Parent-Teacher Conferences (online this year!)

∗ Keep and share goals 

Fourth Graders are learning to 
show what they know.



∗ MAP tests (CCSS-aligned) in Math and Reading 

ONLY Winter and Spring

∗ Next Step tests - 1 on 1 reading conference - retell, answer 

questions, spelling inventory, F and NF comprehension

∗ Unit Pre and Post tests in math and ELA

Fourth Graders are learning to
show what they know.



DOK 1
Right there

1. Who..?

2. What..?

3. Where..?

4. When..?

5. Can you identify or list___?

DOK Levels 1 & 2

DOK 2
Think and search

1. Why…?
2. How…?
3. What connection can you 

make between __&__?
4. What do you notice about 

___?
5. Can you summarize/explain 

___?
6. How did ___ affect ____?



DOK 3
Strategic Thinking

1. What inference can you make 
about___?

2. What conclusion can you draw 
about ___?

3. What evidence do you have to 
prove ____?

4. How would you describe ___? 
Why?

5. What might happen if __?
6. How are __ and ___ alike and 

different? (compare and contrast)

DOK Levels 3 & 4

DOK 4
Extend and apply

1. Can you create/formulate 
____?

2. Can you research and 
design___?

3. Can you critique/judge/evaluate 
_____?

4. Can you synthesize an original 
idea about ____?



Fourth Graders are learning to set 
goals and 

reflect on their learning.



Fourth Graders are learning to
have a growth mindset. 



Our Rules Help Us Meet Our Goals

Show respect
Practice safety
Ready to learn

Spring Rules! 



∗ We make mistakes and fix mistakes, that’s how we learn.

∗ Logical consequences we use might include:

○You break it, you fix it

○Loss of privilege

○Time out

○Time paid back

When Someone Breaks a Rule... 



∗ Recess first at 12:10, then lunch  at 
12:25

∗ Writer’s Workshop and more ELA 
after Lunch

∗ Science & Social Studies (and some 
handwriting or keyboarding)

A Quick Glance at our Schedule

Morning Afternoon

∗ Morning Assembly in the gym

∗ Math approx. 8:45 AM

∗ Snack around 10ish

∗ Literacy Block before Lunch 
(shared and guided)

Specials

∗LLC Book Check-Out on Mondays (Wanta), Wednesdays (Eck) and Fridays 
(Kubilius)

∗Art & Music on Tuesdays and Thursdays 

∗PE everyday 



∗ Focus on addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division of large numbers

∗ Solve multi-step word problems including 
measurements

∗ Work with fractions: order, compare, equivalency, 
convert to decimals, add and subtract with like and 
(friendly) unlike denominators

Fourth Graders are learning math.



Fourth Graders are learning math.

_______________________________________________________________

1) Homework 

2)   Puzzles/games

3)    Mult. facts 

1) First, let your child try it independently.  If 
your child struggles, use the classwork as a 
resource.  Ask “What do you notice? What 
do you wonder? How do you know that?”

2) Have fun! Work together. Discuss patterns. 
3)    IXL, ABC YA, flashcards, games, ask facts in      

the car while going places 

Student Parent



★ Too big - break into smaller parts (decompose 

using number bonds) 
★ Making comparisons - greater than, less than, 

fewer, etc…
★ Part/part/total
★ Math Messages 

Other ways to help at home  
Math 

Part Part

Total



∗ Structure: how is the text organized? (poetry, prose, 

NF, compare/contrast, problem/solution....) 

∗ Building stamina to 30 minutes of independent 

reading 

∗ Good-fit books

∗ Balanced Literacy 

Fourth Graders are learning to 
read all kinds of text.



Fourth Graders are learning to 
write about their reading.

SWBST - somebody, wanted, but, so, then 
an acronym for writing a summary

RACE - restate, answer, cite evidence, explain

Google docs - comments = 1 positive paired with 1 
constructive criticism.  



Fourth Graders are learning to comprehend 
what they read.

_______________________________________________________________

1) Read 20-30 
minutes at 
home daily

2) Book reports

3)    Reading Log

1) Help your child find a quiet, comfortable 
place to enjoy reading. 

2)  Trimester “book report” to share books we 
love with each other. Notice a  book that your 
child loves.

3) It’s online! Parents are invited to view 
reading log frequently.  Feel free to write a 
comment to encourage your child. 

Student Parent



∗ “Tour” five regions of the United 

States; 

■ In order: Midwest, Southwest, 

Southeast, Northeast, West

∗ Memorize location of states  (by 

region), then all 50 states end of year 

Fourth Graders are learning 
the geography of the United States.



Fourth Graders are learning 
the geography of the United States.

_______________________________________________________________

1) State location 
practice 

2) Region activity 

1) “What region are you working on 
now?”, look at maps together.  Practice 
state location together. 

2) “What evidence supports your 
thinking?”  

Student Parent



∗ Next Generation Science Standards

∗ Energy Transfer

∗ Forces and Motion

∗ Waves

∗ Eye model

∗ Rocks and Minerals 

∗ Mystery Science

Fourth graders are learning 
science… how the world works!



Fourth Graders are learning science.

_______________________________________________________________

1) Vocabulary

2) Concepts

1) “What words have you learned in science 
recently?  What do they mean?”

2) Ask what they are doing in class.  Much of 
our work will be done in class. Ask what 
your child is wondering about science… 
that’s how the best learning happens! 

Student Parent



∗ Six Traits of Writing: Ideas, Organization, Voice, 
Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, Conventions

∗ Expository (Informational), Argumentative 
(Persuasive), and Narrative (Story) writing spiral 
through the year

∗ Strong first-draft writing is real world!

Fourth Graders are learning to write.



Fourth Graders are learning to write.

_______________________________________________________________

1) Occasional 
writing at 
home, 
finishing class 
writing 
projects - 
Google docs

1) Ask to share a favorite part with you or 
just one place they have a question 
about.  

2) Edit:  choose 1 or 2 areas to focus on.

Student Parent



∗ “Handwriting without Tears” curriculum to teach 
cursive letter formation and practice connecting 
letters into words

∗ Goal for end of the year: sign your name in cursive

∗ Keyboarding Without Tears program - we’ll work on 
classroom computers weekly, and kids can work at 
home, too (look for a letter home)

Fourth Graders are learning to 
use cursive and type!



∗ Assignment book 

∗ 4th Grade Newsletter 

∗ Remind

School-Home Communication



Contact Info

∗ Christine Eck

∗ ceck@d105.net

∗ 482-2710 x 1109

∗ Nicole Wanta

∗ nwanta@d105.net

∗ 482-2710 x 1117

∗ Sarah Kubilius

∗ skubilius@d105.net

∗ 482-2710 x 1140



Please sign up to get remind notifications

Text @b6da49 to the number 81010

You’ll receive a welcome text from Remind.

If anyone has trouble with 81010, they can try texting 

@b6da49 to (708) 746-4044.


